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TRANSCRIBER Paulette L. Norby

INTERVIEWER Would you begin by telling

me your name your maiden name and where you were born the ear

and your background.

10 DENISE SCHWARZBACH All right. Im

11 Denise was Denise Damensztein and was born in

12 Paris May 23 1928 and my family came from Poland-

13 well born in Poland my mother and father were born

14 in Poland had emigrated to Germany and from Germany

15 came to France with my sister who was about year old

16 at the time. And even though was born in France the

17 laws were such as if you were born of foreign parent

18 you were not French citizen you had to be naturalized.

19 So luckily for me my parents naturalized me when was

20 very tiny mean when was still baby so that

21 made me French citizen. And my sister who had come

22 when she was year old was never naturalized so she

23 remained foreign citizen even though she was baby

24 when they had emigrated to France.

25 suppose in way that is what may



have saved my life later on because when well lets

see when the Germans occupied France which was in about

1940 it was all very quiet you know nothing verydramatic

happened. After while all Jews were asked to register

as Jews and you had to go to the to the courthouse

and on your identification paper they would stamp the

term Ra/jeef which is Jew. My sisters paper and

my mother and father had to have their papers stamped

and of course was child at the time so didnt have

io an identification card you had to be 16 before you could

11 get before you got one.

12 And after that it was also very quiet

13 you know nothing much was happening except that some

14 day some people at random received notice to present

15 themselves at the police station with two days worth

16 of food and some clothing some warm clothing and that

17 was that and we didnt receive a-- my father didnt

18 receive note.

19 So the people who received it just

20 went and they were put in French concentration camp

21 called Dräncy and they stayed there for weeks and

22 months and until about 1942. The families could go

23 and visit they could bring them food and clothing and

24 it was just very umm non-threatening kind of thing.

25 INTERVIEWER This was in 1940



DENISE SCHWARZBACH It started to

happen in 1940. In 1942 then more people received notices

and they also went and remember my father had friend

of his who had received notice and who asked him his

advise Do you think should go or is it something

that we should really be concerned about and my father

said Dont be fool dont go. And at the time there

was an occupied zone and non-occupied zone so this

man left to the nonoccupied zone and left his wife and

10 children who eventually were arrested and sent to

11 concentration camp.

12 But at the time you really werent

13 scared you really werent. People had stayed in this

14 French concentration camp which was really nothing terrible

15 you know it was just someplace where you stayed and

16 but nothing bad was really happening you could visit

17 them it wasnt as if something terrible was going on

18 at the time.

19 And remember people talking you

20 know about concentration camps in Germany but nobody

21 really believed that anything horrible would happen

22 and we all thought that the concentration camps were

23 work camps where you would go and you would work.

24 And remember in July it was beautiful

25 evening-



INTERVIEWER Is this in 1942

DENISE SCHWARZBACH Thats 1942. It

was beautiful evening and for some reason everybody

was kind of on high you know We were told you know

something might happen tonight and we said Oh cmon

you know nothing is really going to happen we have heard

this so many times before. And umm remember for

some reason was in really happy mood was laughing

and carrying on remember that specifically because

10 it was such happy evening--. and we all went to bed on

11 very happy note And at oclock in the morning uh

12
there was this dreaded knock on the door and French

13 captive you know plainclothes man with policeman

14 in uniform came in and they had list of all the people

15
who had registered and the people who had registered

16
were mostly European people- not European people-- Polish

17 Romanian Hungarian. dont think that the French had

18 been requested to register. So there were-- thats hard

to remember-- dont recall the French citizen having

20 to register. Perhaps they did but there was no formal

21 roundup of French citizens as recall.

22 And of course police came in and

23 they said we had to get ready and go. And was going

24 along with them and felt as long as we were going

25 as family you know wed be together. And then my



father started to beg the French inspector to leave me.

was 14 and didnt have an identification paper so

my name was not on the list. All children under 16 were

to go with the parents regardless. So he begged the

inspector not to take me to just leave me in the apartment

and was begging and crying not to be left alone but

to go with them. And finally he prevailed upon the inspector

and he prevailed upon me too because was fighting just

as hard not to stay home. felt as long as we were

10 together whatever happened to them would happen to me
11 and just wanted to be with my parents. And they just

12 you know they begged me to stay so just stayed and

13 he left me and remember he gave the inspector piece

14 of soap that we had bought on the black market and the

15 inspector took it. So dont know if my life was worth

16 piece of soap but anyway he did take it and they left.

17 It was about oclock in the morning

18 and went to the window and it was day like today

19 you know The sky was so blue the sun was shining and

20 you know all the clinging and the clanging of the life

21 going about early in the morning and looked out and

22 thought Why is the sky blue why is the sun shining.

23 It was just like my world had crashed upon my shoulders

24 and here life was continuing for everybody else. And

25 looked out the window and people were streaming down



the street you know old people young people children

with their little suitcases and was looking out the

window and it was as if life had stopped or had turned

black and yet it hadnt for anybody else but for the

people to whom this had happened and was just left.

And had friends-- and this is sort

of unique situation- because this woman was German

born whose family had remained in Germany she was married

to Greek Jew whose brothers mean he was Greek

10
Jew and his family he had three brothers who were sent

to concentration camp and she had all of her family

12
her nephew and brother who were all in the German Army

13
and in the Luftwaffe and even in the SS. It was

14
kind of very strange mixture of the situation because

15
as time went on became very involved with them they

16 were the only people that had that could sort of turn

17 to.

18 had an aunt and an uncle who had

19 three small children also. Within the next few weeks

20 after this happened he disappeared and we never saw him

21 again my aunt and uncle. You see am getting sort

22 of bits and pieces that come back to me. My uncle was

23 evidently arrested had done something which he shouldnt

24 have and he left one morning and he never came back

25 and nobody knows what happened and the only thing we



can think of is that he was arrested and sent to concentra

tion camp. And my aunt was left alone with her three

children and then she became very ill and was taken

to the hospital and the three children were taken by

the welfare department.

INTERVIEWER Inaudible.

DENISE SCHWARZBACH No no. What

do you mean

INTERVIEWER Inaudible.

10 DENISE SCHWARZBACH No no no not

ii the Jewish agency the French welfare department who

12 took care of children when parents-- sort of foster

13 program.

14 When she came back from the hospital

15 within week either somebody denounced her but the

16 police came and arrested her so she was taken to concentra ion

17 camp and never heard or saw her again. And the children

18 were left luckily the children were not at home when

19 it happened so that they remained with French welfare

20 department and they eventually sent these children to

21 French foster homes in the country so in that respect

22 they were saved.

23 also had an aunt and an uncle and

24 two cousins who lived in Belgium and although they had

25 round-ups in Belgium my aunt and uncle fled to the



nonoccupied part of France. The nonoccupied part was

the part where the Germans were not there they had

made deal with the French government somehow

INTERVIEWER Vichy government

DENISE SCFIWARZBACH Vichy. Eventually

the whole country became occupied but at the time it

wasnt. So they were somewhat saved. They were saved

actually because they saw them again after the war.

My sister wrote me two-- the little

10 pieces of paper that have. This was written about

ii day or so after they were arrested and will read

12 it to you. It says

13 My dear Denise We are all of us

14 at Drancy... which is French concentr

15 tion camp. Now dont worry about us don

16 cry. Even though we are far away from you

17 just know that you are not all alone.

18 Our thoughts are with you and we will

19 always be with you. We are well its

-i 20 clean and they give us pretty good food

21 we get soup and vegetable and

22 dessert for each meal.

23 Dear Denise itsme your sister

24 who is writing to you. Now take good care

25 of yourself. We have good morale andyou



too have good morale. Stay with

Madame Mak/zell ... Madame Mak/zell was

friend who owned restaurant from

down where lived.

INTERVIEWER Was she Jewish lady

DENISE SCHWARZBACH Jewish lady.

ltJonlt stay alone in the house go back to

school and you can work because you have

the right to work because you are French

10 and keep good morale. Mama and daddy and

11 are very happy for you that you are at

12 the house so that you can send us maybe

13 some letters and some packages.

14 Take good care of yourself. We trust

15 you you know that you are not baby and

16 that you can take care of yourself. Take

17 care of the house. Go see Fifi Mendelson..

18 who was young friend of ours he was goin

19 to beauty school with me at the time and

20 go to see Madame Mak/zell shs very

21 nice and she will look after you. Smile.

22 Even though were not together our

23 thoughts are with you. Well see you

24 soon. Kisses.

25 So there was one more.



INTERVIEWER Her name--

DENISE SCHWARZBACH Hoe/sa. My sisters

name was Hoe/sa.

INTERVIEWER And how old was she at the

time

DENISE SCHWARZBACH She was 19 1/2

19 1/2. They were arrested on the 16th day of July 1942.

And this was the last card that got it was written the

21st of July 1942 and it said

10 Dear Denise Mama daddy and were

11 all here in good health were not bad

12
and we trust you and we know that you have

13
lot of courage and dont cry because

14 know that someday we will see each other

15 again. Eat well dont be too sad for

16
us.

17 When you will answer me let us know

18 how aunt is doing write to us and tell

19 us how you are doing in school... and

-i 20 she told me how what kind of postcard

21 would have to send for them to receive

22 it.

23 Now be sure that you send daddys

24 overcoat. .. and also my mother wore

25 dentures and she had forgotten them and

10



be sure that you send mamas dentures and

couple little pillows and especially

dont worry about us because we will be

all right and if you can send us few

things like few sweets.

We kiss you and be serene be calm

dont worry we will see you soon.

After that of course never saw them again.

sent package and the package came back because they were

10 gone week after they had been incarcerated in Drancy.

And at the time we didnt know where they had gone. We

12
still figured that they were going to concentration--

13
not a- concentration camp that would be work camp.

14 And at the time when we thought about the camps nobody

15
knew that they were gas chambers that they were death

16 camps. We only knew that they were umm work camps

17 the thought never even had begun to occur to us. And

18 as time went on and then it started to dribble in that

19 the horrible things were happening and we said Oh

20 this is propaganda you know the English or the Americans

21 or whatever its impossible that something like that

22 should happen should exist. And we really truly did

23 not believe it. And we thought we didnt believe it

24 because its something that you cannot believe if you

25 want to retain your sanity you dont believe that people

11



would have such cruelty is not even the word its

sadistic. And the human beings who were in charge were

people like you and they were not monsters with green

horns they were not- they were people who had functioned

in the world as normal ordinary people. So you cannot

think that anybody would do anything like that. But

the more time went on you had to begin to believe it.

Then of course it was you believed it and you didnt

believe it because you didnt want to believe it.

10 INTERVIEWER Were you in school at

ii the time

12 DENISE SCHWARZBACH was going to

13 beauty school. had just quit school when was 14

14 years old quit French school because hated it and

15 knew when was six years old knew that wanted to be

16 hairdresser so on the day of my birthday lied to the

17 school principal told him that my parents wanted me

18 to quit school when of course they didnt want me to

19 at all and enrolled in beauty school and Fif who

-i 20 lived in the apartment building with me was going to

21 beauty school too.

22 So of course life goes on you fall

23 apart at the seams in bits and pieces but overall you

24 have to function and started to function as painfully

25 as it was. One of the things that was very difficult

12



is that when you took the subway like the BART here

when you came out of the subway you never knew if police

would be outside to check your identification papers

and they always did from time to time but you never

knew when that would be.

INTERVIEWER Before the Germans came--

DENISE SCHWARZBACH No no after

after the Germans. And one day when came back from

beauty school with Fifi my friend he was checked stopped

10 never came back with me and never saw him again.

11 INTERVIEWER Do you remember his name

12
DENISE SCFIWARZBACH Fifi was his name.

13
INTERVIEWER Fifi is what think

14
of as woman.

15
DENISE SCHWARZBACH No Fifi was

16
boy he was 15-year-old boy and was 14 at the time

17
and we were going to beauty school together because he

18 had also enrolled. You never knew when you got up in

19
the morning you never knew if you would be home that

20 night. You never knew if you were going to be arrested

or not.
LI

22 INTERVIEWER Fifi was your friend

23
for long time

24 DENISE SCHWARZBACH Well we had lived

25 in that apartment building for about three years so

13



we had been friends for about three years.

INTERVIEWER Can you tell us the--

DENISE SCHWARZBACH Yes. That was

the address was thirty-six Rue de Lor/ion in the Eleventh

Dei/min/eas/mawhich was.ainixture ofa Jewish nEighborhood

and maybe lot of Arabs also lived in that aiea so it was

mixture-- there were lot of--C nOt Arabs but North Africans

because France and Algeria and Morocco and all of that

and lot of them had lived in France but it wasnt

10 totally Jewish it wasnt really ghetto neighborhood

it was mixed you know sort of lower middle class

12 neighborhood we certainly were far from being well of

13 financially.

14 INTERVIEWER Okay. Im trying to

15 get some background into your community life in Paris

16 in terms of Jewish community life or organizations that

17 you might have belonged to.

18 DENISE SCHWARZBACH Well wasnt-

my mother and the children my sister and were not

20 involved really that much in Jewish organization but

21 my father was. And what they had were burial societies

22 which think they still perhapshave in the United

23 States sort of

24 INTERVIEWER Inaudible.

25 DENISE SCHWARZBACH What is it called

14



dont know what its called. wouldnt even know

the Hebrew term. But the important fact was that there

were always fundraising banquets and things to raise

money for the widow and children and even though they

were in pretty-- dont want to say poverty stricken

situation but really not well off at all. Still there

was always money to be shared and given to those that

were less fortunate than were you if the husband was

gone. There were no such things as insurance policies

10 so the Jewish community was tightly woven in that respect

but dont recall my mother participating or us as children

12 participating. forget where was now.

13
INTERVIEWER Im sorry.

14
DENISE SCHWARZBACH Thats all right.

15
INTERVIEWER Fifi was arrested.

16
DENISE SCHWARZBACH He was arrested

17
and this was the difficult part is that they said you

18 lived with this total feeling of danger at all times

19
and even though you were not allowed- would read from

20 the journal here because it sort of explains.

21
INTERVIEWER You would be reading

22 from diary

23
DENISE SCHWARZBACH From my diary

24 yes which was written. It says

25 Paris 19421943. Intimate diary of

15



Denise Damensztein 36 Rue de Lor/ion

Paris inaudible...t which is the--

Today will try to start my journal.

know its very difficult task but with

some good will you can do it.

At the hour that am writing am

alone yes all alone. it is evening. On

the stove the water hums. In my kitchen

which is light and cheerful Im alone

10 and the other rooms no one no one around

11 me. Why Because Im Jewish. Because Im

12 Jewish dont have the right to live as

13 everybody else. cannot go out after 800
14 cannot go to museum to movie even

15 on the square cannot go to any public

16 places. It is awful.

17 But worse than that what is terrible

18 and monstrous is to separate children

19 little babies little ones adolescents

-i 20 from their parents take away child from

21 his mother break up families. Why Only

22 because we are Jewish.

23 am 14 and Im alone and they have

24 separated me from my family they have

25 taken them. dont know where they are

16



dont know what theydb since the memo

date of July 24 1942.

For the time being have friends

who look after me. In spite of all their

kindness feel very removed from them.

Why dont even know why. Maybe because

they dont have children they dont know

how to act with children. also have an

aunt who for the time is in the hospital.

10 My uncle has disappeared for about eight

11
weeks. My little cousins have been placed

12
in the Son/sten/bleak which is a. welfare

13 department. My whole family is broken

14 apart. The only thing have left is my

15
faith in God because believe in God with

16
all my strength especially since they

17 have taken my family have attached myself

18 to my religion.

19
In the building where live there

20 are some people who are pretty nice not

21
so nice. have friend with whom go

22 to school but thats just about all

23
because we are in the period of war.

24 guessI havent said we are in period of

25 war. France has lost and Germany has won

17



on all points.

For the time being go to beauty

school. Lets see. Every day one

day resembles another. In the morning

go to beauty school.

At lunch time was very fortunate. The Madame

Mak/zell who was friend of ours owned restaurant

and every day she would call me to come and eat and

if she would forget to call me wouldnt go and eat

10 because couldnt afford to pay her so at the time

ii of course everything was rationed so it was really

12 great mitzvah for anybody to give you food but for

13 her it wasnt difficulty. also forgot to say that

14 lot of Jews remained in France who had businesses

15 and the way it was functioned was that they had to have

16 gentile manager in order to keep the business going

17 even though they had owned the business they were accountable

18 to this gentile manager and these friends that had

19 whom mentioned before the one who was German with

20 the Greek Jewish husband they also had an employee who

21 they made the manager and thats how they used to do

22 it instead of having an outside person they would take

23 somebody who was not Jewish that they knew and who would

24 become manager of the building mean of the business

25 to oversee.

18



INTERVIEWER Was the property also

taken over by gentile

DENISE SCHWARZBACH Well in this

case the house was not taken it was only the business

and most people didnt own homes most people lived in

apartments just as did live in an apartment it wasnt

house.

Even though this diary was part of

me as read it now its almost someone whos outside

10
of myself not so much me as the child who was me who

is someone that knew and who is not here anymore because

12
the feelings that have now .re feelings of remembrances

13
where at the time at the time it was not remembering

14
it was what was happening at the time. Umm well

15
cant read it all now because just cant.

16
had so many various experiences which

17
are so unique in way and just picked them at random.

18
This is not unique this was frightening experience.

19 My doorbell rang at midnight and if your doorbell rang

20
at midnight it meant only one thing that you were going

21
to be arrested and remember being very calm. got

22 up made the bed dressed in total silence of course

23
and we lived on the first floor with sort of little

24
funny balcony and was going to go out the balcony

25
because was going to fight wasnt going to be arrested

19



not try-- to save myself. And was getting ready to

go out the window heard people laugh on the outside.

And what happened there was policeman who lived next

door to me and one of his colleagues had come to pick

him up and he had rung the wrong doorbell. Instead of

ringing his doorbell they rang my doorbell. And then

fell apart became totally hysterical after the

danger was over. But it was amazing how calm you could

be in moment like that. thought about making the

10
bed to make sure nobody-- to make it look like hadnt

been home or anything like that and that just stands

12
out in my mind as one of the worst moments at the time.

13
And another moment which was very frighteniig

14
to me was taking the subway and man was following

15
me and.calling me Little Jew and ha wanted to pinch

16
me.

17
INTERVIEWER You were wearing the-

18 DENISE SCHWARZBACH You had to wear

19
the Jewish star you know the Jewish star was pinned

20
or sewn on your clothing.

21
INTERVIEWER Yellow with the black

DENISE SCIjWARZBACj Thats correct.22

23
And turned around and told him Stop bothering me

24
so he pulled out card and he said You see Im police

25 inspector and can put you in concentration camp

20



and he just kept talking like that and at the first

subway stop jumped out of the subway before he had

time to follow me. And thats another moment that was

panic you know total panic and hysteria where you

as controlled as was there were these moments of uncontrol

lable fear and grief. The grief was so overwhelming at times

that remember banging my head against the wall so that

the pain inside would not hurt so much and that would

just hurt in my head you know because just couldnt

10 stand it.

11 My parents my mother expecially

12 and had been not like one but we were terribly close

13 you know there was so much love and tenderness and affection

14 and had never been away from my mother except for

15 week right after when the war broke out the French government

16 sent all the children school children to the woods

17 to Fontajnebieau in case of German bombardments and

18 after week said Whatever happens to my family can

19 happen to me think we should be together no matter

20 what so they came in to pick me up and after that we

21 had never been away not even for weekend even for

22 day not even weekend so was very attached-- how

23 can say-- this tremendous attachment that we had for

24 each other even though as families wed have our fights

25 and my sister and used to fight lot. Of course she was

21



lot older than me she was almost 20 and was 14 at

the time. But still there were these bonds that were

so strong that when they broke it was like somebody was

tearing me apart at the seams. It was very it was

beyond traumatic cant even express the feelings

because it was just tearing yourself in pieces.

As was saying you know days run

into each other and what stands out as just said

what stands out mostly in my mind is the trauma of separa

10 tion of not knowing what happened. And eventually once

ii you started to fathom the horror of what was happening

12 even though you didnt want to believe it the thoughts

13 that they may not come back again the thoughts that

14 you will not see them again and even though you kind

15
of cling to hope in hopeless sort of way you function

16
and you wait. And at the time thought Ill never

17 see the end of the war Ill just never see the end of

18 the war just its just too removed and at the time

19 it didnt look like there was going to be an end to the

20 war.

21 And then so many people had been arrested

22 and it was time of torment really for the people

23 remaining because the thing that to this day the thing

24 that will never reconcile myself to is why this is

25 what you call survivor guilt-- why them and not me why

22



was spared had 20year-old sister you know

who was wonderful person young person who had never

done any harm to anyone. Why should she be chosen for

fate like that What did my mother my father what

did all these people who were taken little children...

remember we were talking about separating

when they took all these people. In order to separate

the women from their babies they had to use fire hose

to drench them because they wouldnt let go of their

io
babies and

11
INTERVIEWER This is in--

12
DENISE SCHWARZBACH In Paris.

13
INTERVIEWER Inaudible.

14
DENISE SCHWARZBACH Well this is

15
1942 was think was the main year of deportation in

16 France thats when the real crux happened. Before it

17 had been just this sort of vague sort of situation but

18 this was really the culmination point of what they had

19 planned to do all along so that people would not be

20 aware or be weary of whats going on and that really

21
was the worst time think the July when the main

22 round-up took place.

23
And to survive every day took all the

24 strength that one had. And suppose the worst part

25 was when the war ended and people started to bring back

23



from Auschwitz because thats where my parents were

in Auschwitz and Im sure that they werent there very

long because then then the horrible news came through

after the war ended that with the gas chambers and

God knows everything else that happened but would

go every day to the Hotel Hospice where the survivors

would be brought into with an ambulance in their striped

pajamas and of course youdsay Have you seen my father

Did you know my mother Did you see my sister And

10
they didnt know. Maybe one man remember saying who

knew my father said Yes saw your father once but

12
have never seen him again. And youd go every day

13
hoping that maybe one of the survivors might be one of

14 your family.

15
INTERVIEWER Did you meet people who

16
actually did know your parents in Auschwitz

17
DENISE SCHWARZBACH This one man

18
this one man who came whom recognized knew him

19
and he somehow survived and he said that he had seen

20 my father but he didnt know my mother or my sister

21
and he said he saw him once but he didnt see him again.

22
dont know where he saw him once you know they had

23
so many barracks who knew where the people were there

24
was just no way to know. And that was the only thing.

25
And after that wrote to the Red Cross.

24



You always think you have these feelings Maybe they

saved themselves and one day Ill come across them or

somebody wills And yet knew in my heart that wouldnt

just knew that wouldnt see them again. And most

of the people who were deported just didnt come back.

INTERVIEWER Can you help me find

out little bit about those people who you were so close

to when you were in Paris while you were waiting. What

happened to them

10 DENISE SCHWARZBACH These friends

ii that had

12 INTERVIEWER Yes the people you were

13 depending on.

14 DENISE SCHWARZBACH Well as said

15
it was an interesting situation because she was German

16
and during the war she would have nephew in German

17 uniform who would come in to visit her and at the same

18 time would spend weekends there even though was

19 not allowed to leave Paris would go and spend the weekend

20 there and would be sitting at the table with German

21 soldier because he was not in her eyes German soldier

22 he was her nephew. Or and the husband who was Jewish

23 had his brothers in concentration camp and he had to

24 receive Germans in his home. And remember once she

25 said to me Why dont you go and show him the Eiffel Tower
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and said With or without the star She had no she

had no understanding that if had been seen with German

soldier whom to her he wasnt he was her little nephew

that she had known when he was little boy she didnt

even see the German uniform on him. mean it was

capital offense.

INTERVIEWER This is Madame Mak/zell

you are talking about

DENISE SCHWARZBACH No not Madame

10 Mak/zell Madame Bil/la/lese

11

INTERVIEWER Bil/la/lese

DENISE SCHWARZBACH Monsieur and Madame
12

Bil/la/lese and always called them Monsieur and

13 Madame even though we were very close you use the formal

14 terms. And it wasnt the only time. Another time she

15 had friend who was German major who was also on leave

16 in Paris and who knew her family in Germany and who came

17 to visit her and was there also and it was such an

18 unbelieavable situation to find yourself in because

19 did not know how to cope or not to cope was about

20 15 years old at the time 15 or 16 at the time and it

21 was unreal this is to say the least it was unreal.

22 And used to think These people are ordinary people

23 you know at the table they were just nice people how

24 this woman Madame Bil/la/lese brother used to come

25 and visit her when before the war and used to carry
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me on his shoulder and here he was German enemy soldier

although he didnt come to visit her he was prisoner

of-war after the war and went to see him with these

friends because they were friends of my family and my

father had spent my father and mother had spent five

years in Germany and they lived next door they had

business next door to us so before the war they became

very close friends and yet she was nonJewish German

citizen who happened to be married to Jew and she

10 too it must have been very difficult for her because

at the end of the war they were bombing Germany day and

12 night and the feelings were very mixed because on one

13
hand we all wanted to see the end of the war and on

14 the other hand she hated the Americans and the British

15
for bombing her family. So it became very very tense

16
situation for all of us because right before the war

17 ended spent three weeks there with them and didnt

18 stay home because they were concerned about me in case

19 there was fighting in Paris and it was an impossible

20 situation because every time the Americans would bomb

21 Germany even though we should not have rejoiced we

22 rejoiced in the fact that the war was coming to an end

23 and the nightmare would be over with. And yet at the

24 same time we felt for her because we knew the people

25 that she knew because knew them too some of them
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who had visited before the war and were concerned about

their safety. So it was very strange time in which

found myself it was-- to me it seems more fiction

than reality but it was it was so.

INTERVIEWER You lost contact then

with all of your young friends that you would have associated

with Did you see any of your friends from school besides

Fifi

DENISE SCHWARZBACH Very few very

10 few because the one friend that had the one Jewish

friend that had was in hiding with her family and

12
she survived the war saw her after the war but during

13
the war didnt see her at all because when you are

14 in hiding you dont show your face.

15
INTERVIEWER She was in Paris

16
DENISE SCHWARZBACH In Paris yes

17
all this happened in Paris. And another friend was in

18 welfare home also her family had been arrested and

19
she had been taken also to a- dont know how she survived

20 or why she went to the welfare department but somehow

21
thats where she was and she also survived the war

22 you know.

23 But what happened to my little cousins

24 which is sort of has happy ending is that by remaining

25 in the foster homes in these French foster homes they
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were in two separate homes they were also saved. And

after the war my uncle who was very fortunate to have

survived the war came to Paris and took them out but

in order to take them out he had to turn them over to

the Youth Alley/ya Program that they had so these

three cousins are in Israel now and they are of course

all adults but at the time this happened they were children

they were put in youth alley/ya home in Israel which

was very very fortunate because if they had remained

10 with their mother they would have died also theynever

11 would have been...

12 And suppose that my own story has

13 rather unusual ending. Right after the war was going

14 through my familys papers and came across my uncles

15 name and recalled my mother talking about him when

16 was small child and wrote to him out of curiosity

17 didnt even know that-- wasnt even sure that he

18 really existed remembered him so vaguely and he wrote

19 back to me saying Would you like to come to the United

20 States And it was just like saying Would you like

21 to come to heaven because was alone even though

22. had friends was terribly lonely and traumatized. And

23 wrote back and of course said would like nothing

24 better than to come to the United States. And then he

25 sent me list of papers that would have to fill out
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and it seemed like the most impossible task because cannot

even begin to tell you all the information that you would

have to deliver because you dont come to the United

States very easily you know the quota was filled

inaudible then sent all the papers that had

went to the American Embassy or consulate and slowly

but surely the wheels started to roll. And after two

years of waiting-- this is something shall never forget--

it was pouring down it was very cold and pouring down

10
in Paris and when it is cold in Paris it is really awful

and had been waiting all this time to find out if

12
was going to receive my passport and the papers which

13
had to be signed and had lost my key and couldnt

14 get into the house and was standing there just in

15
totally desolate situation and the postman came by

16
and he had this huge envelope and he said Are you Denise

17 Damensztein and said Yes and he said have got

18
this for you. opened it up and there was my passport

19
and boat ticket and train ticket.

20
And had been told that You are going

21
to travel like cattle in the bottom of ship as an emigrant

22
if you go and thought to myself dont want to travel

23
like cattle was so worried. And when opened the

24 papers had first class ticket on the train and

25 had tourist ticket on the ship my uncle had paid my
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passage and remember just the tears just running

down my face because wasnt going to be like cattle

was going to be like human being you know coming

to the United States and after all this time how things turn

around.

And when arrived in this country

another unique situation happened to me. Do we still

have time As was waiting in my cabin on the ship

two men came in they were dressed with trench coats

10 and hats and it was very cold it was February and

11 they wanted to know if was Denise Damensztein and

12 my heart started to pound because knew they were police.

13 And thoughtI havent done anything Oh my God theyre

14 going to send me back. And there was nurse who could

15 speak French fluently she was an American and called

16 her and said What do these men want with me said

17 havent done anything think theyre going to send

18 me back. So she started to talk to them and as she

19 talked to them her face lit up and she got very excited

20 and she said Theyre newspaper men they want to interview

21 you. said Interview me but why You know Im nobody

22 special. She said But they want to interview you and

23 they dont want to wait-- there were over 300 people

24 on this S.S. Washington. She said They dont want to

25 wait so you are going to have to go ahead. So she grabbed
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my suitcase or whatever and we were walking right in

front of the line and people were saying Now who is

she who is she And said-- didnt know who was

was nobody. And we got off the ship before knew

it and they were taking pictures and they were interviewing

me and was like you know in daze and couldnt

understand why was this happening you know was no

celebrity.

My uncle lived in this very small town

10
called Marshall Texas and he was very well known

in fact they were very wellknown family and my cousin

12
was football star and the newspaper in Marshall Texas

13
had wired the New York Herald Tribune and wanted kind

14
of-- what do you call it-- heart story dont know

15
what you call this sort of story on the family. So

16
was being interviewed and there was an article in

17
the New York Herald Tribune pictures taken and was

18
in Washington with more pictures taken and more interviews

19
and thought to myself This cant be happening. It

20 was just from nightmare to dream. And my uncle and

21
his family were the most wonderful people had ever

22
met in my life and they treated me like-- like queen.

23
INTERVIEWER You came from Paris to

24 Marshall Texas

25 DENISE SCHWARZBACH Yes Marshall Texas.
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And it was really it was very good thing for me because

from having no one all of sudden had all these people

who cared and sort of surrounded me with love and affection

and cant even begin to tell you. And it was really

unique experience.

But the amusing thing is that when

wrote to my friends and told them what was happening

they said How much did your. uncle pay for all this publicity

which outraged me because he did not even know that

10
this was going to happen. And have to say only in

America you know that something like that could have

12 happened because from nobody became unwittingly

13
and unwillingly in little town sort of an instant--

14
wont call it celebrity-- but it was very happy feeling.

15
INTERVIEWER So how was your adjustment

16
to Marshall Texas after-

17 DENISE SCHWARZBACH Well didnt

18 stay there very long because was I- was so selfsupporting

19
for all these years from the time was 14 years old

20 and when came was about 19. felt cannot depend

21
on my uncle for my welfareI have to work. And was

22
hairdresser at the time had graduated from beauty

23 school and although had worked little bit in France

24
couldnt work without getting an American license.

25 So went back to beauty school in Shreveport where
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my cousin lived so lived with her and got my license

American license. And after that about 10 months after

came to the United States became totally self-supporting

thanks to the profession had chosen when at the time

nobody thought should do that but it certainly helped

me to become self sufficient and independent. And although

was very grateful to my family did not want to take

advantage of their you know of their goodness. felt

can function and this is what even though couldnt

10 speak the language well enough to really work-- could

work with my hands much better than could have worked

12 verbally.

13
INTERVIEWER Yes.

14
DENISE SCHWARZBACH So it really helped

15
me in good stead to become an independent and good functionin

16 person.

17 But have to say to this day still

18 have no answer to why them and not me and think .this

19 is something that to the day die shall never completely

20 its beyond understanding. There was time when felt

21
couldnt forgive myself for living-- and do forgive

22 myself.

23
INTERVIEWER How long do you think-

24
DENISE SCHWARZBACH Oh it went on

25 for-
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INTERVIEWER -- when you finally inaudibL

DENISE SCHWARZBACH think after

had children felt that having family replaced

my family and sometimes Ill look at my daughters and

Ill look at my son and say Well there is my mother

there is my sister there is my father. In way its

like continuation of the people that fulfilled perhaps

my whatever my life--- wont say my mission because

dont really think in terms of ever having mission-

10 but feel that by having had my children can go and

11 feel at peace somehow that all is not lost that Ive

12 stilled the link of chain and although have

13 really not spent great deal of time discussing the

14 Holocaust with my children-- because my personal feeling

15 is that they dont need-- and this may be selfish thing

16 but this is my strong feeling. did not want to have

17 them have the burden of pain which had thought it

18 was my pain and not theirs and as long as they remain

19 Jewish and they remain the link of the people feel

20 that that to me is important.

21 INTERVIEWER Have you not shared this

22 burden with other people

23 DENISE SCHWARZBACH Oh yes. Oh

24 yes have from time to time and with my children

25 too but have-- but some people have felt that their
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children should be part of the Holocaust and dont.

Thats my feeling that they have right to free life

of their own and whatever happens to them happens to

them as their own life not as part of my life. Because

remember when my oldest daughter when my oldest daughter

was old enough to realize remember sharing my feelings

with her and one day heard her speak and she talked

about herself as if she were me and what happened to

me had happened to her. And thought didnt want

10 her to become traumatized because she felt that was

11 victim who couldnt help herself and that she would

12 be victim who couldnt help herself and didnt want

13 her to didnt want my children to grow up as victims

14 and didnt want them grow up as survivors. wanted

15 them to grow up free and as said if they had to face

16 situations it would be their situations not through

17 me but through their own through their own life.

18 felt that they deserved their own experiences not my

19 experiences.

20 INTERVIEWER Do you feel that they

21 are secure do you feel that they are ever in danger

22 or would be in danger in inaudible

23 DENISE SCHWARZBACH dont feel

24 this is what feel. dont feel that they are in danger

25 of Holocaust dont feel they are in danger of being
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put in concentration camp. feel that Im always

aware of having to protect them. always feel like

have to think about them or be with them or have them

in my mind so that can shield evil away from them

and of course sometimes its burden to me because

cant.

did try when my oldest daughter

was little to make the world perfect for her and you

cannot make the world perfect for anyone but tried

10 to protect her and ended up over-protecting her so that

when she had to face difficult situations she was not

12 emotionally prepared because she hadnt had to cope with

13 difficulty because had tried to prevent difficulties

14 from hurting her and you cant do that. Your children

15 are entitled to their pain they are entitled to their

16 difficulty they are entitled to their own life.

17 So after after it took me long time

18 to understand that because emotionally couldnt understand

19 that you know wanted to make sure that everything

20 was going to be right and you cant you cant-- as

21 much as you want to you cant.

22 INTERVIEWER Do you still feel this

23 protective thing toward your youngest son for instance

24 the athlete

25 DENISE SCHWARZBACH No not so much just
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sometimes. This used to happen to me lot. used

to wait for-- dont know if you heard of this sort

of dem/men/klees which would hang by thread and it

was going to fall on you at any time.

INTERVIEWER Hang over your head--

DENISE SCHWARZBACH Right. And

used to feel When is it going to happen when is that

sword going to fall on me again and used to feel

very insecure. The peace used to be unreal you know

10
when would walk around and everything was peaceful

and quiet and nice and not painful thought Now thats

12
not right thats really thats not quite the way it

13
should be. was so accustomed to pain that not feeling

14 pain was uncomfortable you know It wasnt part of

15 my being. was more comfortable with suffering than

16
with not suffering.

17
INTERVIEWER When are we talking about

18 Recently or-

19
DENISE SCHWARZBACH Not recently.

20
few years after came to the United States was

21
working. will never forget one day lived in Shreveport

22
and was going to work and it was such beautiful

23 day the camellias and the azalea shrubberies were in

24
bloom and the magnolia trees were smelling wonderful

25
and was walking and it was quiet and thought Oh my God
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Oh my God something is just going to happen something

just dreadful is going to happen. kept waiting for

that dreadful thing for something dreadful to happen

and it didnt happen. And after while it got to

point where thought Well maybe something dreadful

isnt going to happen. But it took me long time.

had to couldnt cope really with living and had

to seek psychiatric help so went for two years and--

INTERVIEWER In Shreveport

10 DENISE SCHWARZBACH No in Houston.

11 had moved to Houston at the time. But after the excitement

12 had died down after coming to the United States and every-

13 day you know the everyday reality sort of set in

14 became very uncomfortable with myself couldnt cope

15 emotionally with living. It wasnt just the guilt

16 was afraid of men especially felt somebody was going

17 to kill me. was waiting if went out with somebody

18 felt he was going to kill me because he would have

19 this power over me. And felt cant function

20 cant have family if cant be with someone that

21 am not afraid of. So thats when decided needed

22 some help and it took about two years for me to sort

23 of pull out all the weeds of whatever it was that was

24 planted and think now am pretty-- think am

25 pretty stable and emotionally on an even keel although
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from time to time you know when hear song or when

smell something the thoughts come back and of course

you can close your eyes and can still see them walking

down that street and can still look outside and sort

of see the blue sky see black sky.

But it isnt as painful its just

like these vague memories that are part of your being

and wouldnt want to lose that because its link

to the past.

10 INTERVIEWER Help me get up to date

11 on when you were married and when you obviously you

12 got over the fear of men to the extent that you could

13 marry one.

14 DENISE SCHWARZBACH Yes. Well if

15 it hadnt been for that if it hadnt been for the psychiatry

16 chances are would have never gotten married because

17 thought if Im alone with man in house hes going

18 to kill me because remember from time to time going

19 out on date and thinking he was going to shoot me or

20 do something dreadful to me. did.

21 Eventually the feeling passed of course

22 and met my husband in Houston and we got married in

23 Houston and even though you dont always live happily

24 ever after this was certainly the best thing that could

25 ever happen to me because he was he is very fine person
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and someone could be proud to have as husband as

father to my children and think overall we have

done good job with our family. We have one daughter

has teaching credential the other daughter is in Santa

Barbara finishing her credential also and our son is

junior now in high school and think they are very

good people. So that lost family and created

new family so suppose it was not all in vain.

But one thing have to mention which

10
to me was interesting. used to get up in the morning

every day and feel the pain in my heart you know this

12
loss is pain. It went on for years it was sort of

13
familiar companion it was just like having my parents

14
with me.

15
INTERVIEWER Even after you were married

16
DENISE SCHWARZBACH Yes. And one

17 morning got up and the pain was gone. And the interesting

18 part was that felt so lost without it felt alone

19
without the pain it was so-- when hated the pain because

20 it was painful when lost it felt felt lost without

21
it it was just like familiar companion to me. And

22
remember looking for it you know seeking it and wanting

23
to feel it again because thought well once dont

24
want my parents to be totally dead if dont have

25 the pain then they will really be dead and as long as
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have the pain then they are not dead you know It

sounds ridiculous perhaps but thats the feeling that

had. It was sort of my link to them. And yet think

of them almost every day even now not in painful

way but its there its always there and the Holocaust

or the thought of it is never far removed from my conscious

ness its always there you know its never its never

removed from my mind not consciously you dont because

you cant live with the past you cant function in

10
normal way in the present and still be totally engulfed

in the past its just not feasible. You have to feel

12
content and happy with your life you have to live now

13
and if you live with the past as part of you constantly

14 then you cant function. Because know some people

15
who live with it and dont think they funciton well

16
in the here-and-now and feel owe it to myself also

17 not to suffer all the time so but from time to time

18 its like stab you know it just kind of...

19 INTERVIEWER It really comes inaudible

20 DENISE SCHWARZBACH Yes its there

21 but its not at the surface its kind of below the surface

22 which makes it possible for me to function in normal

23 way and be parent and wife and whatever.

24 INTERVIEWER Well is there any other

25 remark that you would like to make regarding how you view
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trivial things today or do you get upset with that

DENISE SCHWARZBACH think what you

said is very good question. How does trivia enter

in everyday life when you are when you have very great

pain or very great trauma. The trivia is very trivial

because remember little things really truly didnt

bother me at all nothing was important nothing was

important in view of this tremendous happening which

took all of my energy emotional energy. So the little

10
things were important but in trivial way. And even

today sometimes you cannot retain this feeling of whats

12
important/whats not important. Im sure that over the

13 years trivia has really bothered me as much as it bothers

14
anybody else but in an overall context feel that things

15
objects are not important like Im not attached to

16
things you know. dont care about clothes that much

17
dont care about furniture that much dont care

18
about- really dont- these things are of very little

19
value to me objects are of very little value to me.

-i 20
The relationships are important to me because recall

21
that people recall you believed if you had your life

22 you had everything so whatever you left behind meant

23
nothing because what good would it do to you if you

24
didnt have your life. And if you could save your child

25 or your husband or your mother or father youd give
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everything you had so and when came to the United

States this was sort of shock to me because objects

seemed to be so important things. To this day things

are so important and sometimes even my husband or my

children will say Well how come things arent important

how come you dont care and say cant help it

things just arent important to me. If have TV thats

working dont have to have new one. If have an

old car that runs it doesnt matter to me if dont

10
have new car. Having lot of things to me are of

very little significance. And sometimes have to force

12
myself to make them more important than they are because

13
think they ought to be and yet they arent. To me

14 my childrens lives their well-being my husbands life

15
and his well-being and my own quite frankly is what

16
counts. So that that is very good question but

17
think that when something out of the ordinary doesnt

18 happen to you you become chained think to these

19 feelings of whats important/whats not important.

20 INTERVIEWER Can ask you something

else
21

22 DENISE SCHWARZBACH Yes.

23
INTERVIEWER About your friends now

24
and whether or not you seek out friends who have suffered

25 through the Holocaust and survived the Holocaust.
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DENISE SCHWARZBACH Well there was

an interesting situation that happened to me in Shreveport

and this person became my dearest friend accidentally

was also victim of the Holocaust. And met her totally

you know by accident. She came in to visit an aunt

of hers and we and she remained in Shreveport after

that and we becamse the very best of friends and the

fact that what happened to me happened to her was just

not that had sought it because there arent that many

10 people of my age who were victims of the Holocaust who

came to the United States. And dont seek out the people

12
because dont want to truly dont want to live

13
in that time in that time period. As said before

14
cannot live happily in the present without the ghosts

15
of the past constantly at the foreground can have

16
it as background but not as constant part of my everyday

17 life just cant function.

18 INTERVIEWER Have you travelled back

19
to France and Paris and your neighborhood

20 DENISE SCHWARZBACH Yes went back

21
Ill never forget that went back and went to the

22 old apartment and my old furniture was still there

23 they had it yet it was 1948-- in 1954 went back.

24
But felt like stranger had become wasnt the

25 same person anymore wasnt victim was not even
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the survivor was successful human being who had

strived and worked at being on my own and earning and

paying for my trip and buying car and felt very

good about myself about my achievements. And the people

when you change when you move from one country to another

and you learn new language and you have to adapt to

new surroundings you stretch yourself you stretch your

mind you stretch your person and these people had not

stretched you see they had remained kind of frozen

10
in time so to speak you know they hadnt had enough

11 experiences.

12
INTERVIEWER The other Jewish survivors

13
DENISE SCHWARZBACH They were not

14 really survivors they were friends that knew from

15 France they had not been in concentration camps somehow

16 they had been in hiding or whatever and when we saw

17 each other there was no closeness because had become

18 somebody different and they were different to me because

19 they had remained the same if that makes any sense.

20 Do you know what mean So we didnt have very much

21
in common and the unfortunate aspect is that they were

22 not interested in America they were not interested to

23
know how do people live in the United States and what

24
do people do in the United States what do they eat

25 well what do they wear. Everyone was telling me what
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was wrong with the United States. And at the time

had an unusual experience there too. went to visit

friend of mine and he was militant Communist Jewish

militant Communist and of course didnt know it and

was so uncomfortable because to him represented the

United States and he was he was holding me not really

responsible but sort of had my share to bear in what

was happening in the world because of what the United

States was doing and couldnt cope with that so

10 really couldnt wait to get out and when came back

11 remember walking the streets of New York and saying

12 Oh my God it feels so good to be home. Because the

13 truth of the matter is that in France was foreigner

14 even as child was foreigner even though was

15 born in hospital in the Twelfth Del/min/eas/ma

16 was foreigner because we didnt partake of French life.

17 If you were Jewish and of foreign country you lived

18 within your own boundaries so to speak you really didnt

19 mingle that much with the french.

20 INTERVIEWER Did you pick up with

21 any of your friends that went to Israel

22 DENISE SCHWARZBACH My cousins.

23 INTERVIEWER Cousins.

24 DENISE SCHWARZBACH Oh have kept

25 in touch for long time with them and am in touch
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with the girl who is woman now and who has three

children of her own and am very happy about that.

INTERVIEWER She lives in--

DENISE SCHWARZBACH She lives in--

INTERVIEWER In Jerusalem

DENISE SCHWARZBACH No she lives

in Pal/tos Katz which is suburb of Tel Aviv and

the two brothers also live there one is married and

has family and really dont know what happened to the

10
third one because somehow we have lost touch.

11
INTERVIEWER Have you ever visited

12
with them

13
DENISE SCHWARZBACH Yes when went

14
back to France went to Israel and went to see her

15
and she at the time she lived in kibbutz and he

16
was doing quite well they were all doing quite well

17
and they had life of their own life that it seemed

18 that had cheated death because they were in Israelbecause

19
in France could have not taken them out myself was

20 minor and they were with people who were who could

21
not have given them anything of value so by having my

22
uncle come and take them out of France and sending them

23
to Israel through the Youth Alley/ya Program they

24
became functioning and viable adults who also are part

25 of the chain the link is not gone you see my aunt
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and uncles link is not dead because their children live

on. And some time ago found all my aunt and uncles

pictures and wedding pictures and little childrens pictures

and sent them all to my cousin in Israel so she would

have link with her past because she really didnt

remember her mother or knew her mother that much she

was like four or five years old when that happened to

her.

So the links this is what think

10
is incredible is somewhere along the way the one link

creates three more links will create three more links

12
and the chain just does not die and think thats how

13 think thats how we survive suppose dont know.

14
INTERVIEWER You are very hopeful

15
then for the survival of the Jewish people

16
DENISE SCHWARZBACH have no doubt

17
that there is no end to the survival of the Jewish people

18 because you cannot kill the spirit. And even though sometimes

19 would have wished that werent Jewish sometimes

20 would have hoped you know think maybe Ill be much

21 happier if become Christian or Buddist or something

22
and the Jewishness does not leave you you know And

23 you dont leave it. Its like you are wedded to each

24
other for the heritage of your past as painful as it

25 is its powerful. And even see it in my children
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even though we dont really live very religious life

we are Jews and we are going to remain so and feel

strong that my children will too because they know--

dont know if they would do it anyway but think

they would- they feel this kind of Jewishness even if

its not religious Jewishness its Jewishness that

is part of the people and its like an ever evolving

thing with. Jewish core that remains. It evolves it

changes it adapts but it doesnt die. And think

10 thats what is the key think is to be able to be

ii flexible with yourself and to be able to adapt to new

12 thinking and yet at the core you still have this thing

13 thats powerful that holds you together and this is

14 what feelthat could never be anything but Jewish

15 and wouldnt even want to be anything else at this

16 point.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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